
Quick Manual for QMS Clusters 
Some general notes 

1. For students, only one job can be run at the same time; there is no such restriction on Professors; 

2. When you submit your jobs on QMS, you may find that your job does not be run immediately, 

despite there are enough resources for your jobs. Just wait. This problem results from that there were 

many users before on QMS. But now they are migrating to other clusters.  

3. mgt01 and mgt02 are management nodes, and sometimes mgt02 is overloaded, so it is 

recommended to login in mgt01 using the following command: 

ssh  -X mgt01  

4. When you login the QMS clusters, some useful information is displayed: 



 
Note: Job submission scripts are here: /share/apps/gold/scripts 

 
 

For VASP, the job submission script looks like this: 



 
 

Note: If you need more resource, for example 72 cores, please come to Musen first as it needs some 

special settings.   

 

6. Parallel parameters of VASP: 

1) The user should either specify NCORE or NPAR, where NPAR takes a higher preference; 

2) NPAR = 4, 6 (for 36 cores), 8 (for 72 cores). 

 



Some useful tips for XShell and Xming 

 
Figure 1: User information used to login QMS clusters (this is an example).  



 
Figure 2: Enable X11 connections forwarding. 



 
Figure 3: Set initial numerical keypad mode to normal.  



 
Figure 4: Change the font size of GUI which is forwarded from clusters. 

Useful commands on QMS clusters (IBM® Platform™ LSF®)① 

1. bqueues 

To display information about queues 

 
Note: for debug queue, a job can only use 8 cores and can only run 7 hours (?). 

 

bqueues -l 

                                                
① See this website for more details. 



2. bhosts 

Displays hosts and their static and dynamic resources. 

 

3. bsub 

Submits a job to LSF by running the specified command and its arguments. 

bsub < run_vasp.lsf (Note: Do not forget “<”.) 

 

4. bjobs 

Displays and filters information about LSF jobs. Specify one or more job IDs (and, optionally, an 

array index list) to display information about specific jobs (and job arrays). 

 
 



 
 

bjobs JOBID -l 

Long format. Displays detailed information for each job in a multiline format. 



 
 

If the path of job is forgetted, this command is helpful. 

5. bkill 

Sends signals to kill, suspend, or resume unfinished jobs. 

By default, sends a set of signals to kill the specified jobs. 

bkill JOBID 

 

6. bpeek 

Displays the stdout and stderr output of an unfinished job. 

bpeek JOBID 



 

7. bhist 

Displays historical information about jobs 

bhist -a  

Displays information about both finished and unfinished jobs. 

 



 

 


